
Tune SQUIDs & Operate TES Lab  
 
These instructions are not meant to be exhaustive since lab instructors will be in the room to 
help and answer questions along the way.  
 
Goals: 

- Take Squid V-Phi curve & tune squids 
- Bias & operate a TES  
- Calculate Psat from a TES IV curve 

 
Setting things up 
 
** Recopy the from /home/kicp_cmbschool/KICP_CMB_summer.py to your directory and 
remember to change the second line to point towards the copy of pydfmux in your code/ 
directory ** 
 
Each group will have their own squids and the combs of detectors attached to them.  
 
We will be running everything on the control computer for the SPTpol cryostat.  
Log into the SPTpol control computer…...whose name is gertrude…..  
Be sure to use the -Y below: 
>>ssh -Y kicp_cmbschool@gertrude.uchicago.edu 
Password = kicp 
 
We will be controlling squids/detectors with the python script KICP_CMB_summer.py, you 
should have copied this over to your directory and edited it yesterday. Each of the lines under 
“def main()” call different scripts to perform actions on the squids or detectors. So removing the 
“#” before a line will un-comment that line and that action will be ran over all of the modules 
selected in the “modules_to_use” near the top of the script.  
 
Be sure that you are using the correct “modules_to_use” for your group to be using.  
 
SQUIDS 
 
Take a squid V-phi curve with the run_squid_vphis function 
 -- Look at the created plots, these will be in the ‘plots’ directory under the main vphi save 
directory. You can look at a png in linux by typing ‘eog name_of_png.png’, eog stands for eye of 
gnome.  
 
What do you think would be a good spot to tune the squids? 
Pick your favorite squid and using the Iceboard webpage try to tune a squid by hand.  
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To open the Iceboard webpage: 
>> chrome 
There should be a “Winterland Iceboard” button just below the search bar, clicking on it will 
open the readout webpage, and clicking on the ‘Dfmux’ then ‘SQUID Controller’ will allow you to 
tune a squid by hand.  
 
See what the squid transimpedance is after tuning the squid (using the calculate_squid_trans 
function) 
 
Tune the squids with the automatic function by calling the run_tune_squids function.  
 -- Look at the results, did the function tune the squid where you thought it would? Did the 
function achieve a better squid transimpedance than you did? 
 
Bolometers 
 
Start a ledgerman instance and look at it with kst.  

- Start a ledgerman instance to record the bolo timestreams: (Below should be entered as 
1 long line, and will use the terminal while running. Also, be sure to change 
USER_FOLDER and FILE_SAVE_NAME.nc, and this will take up a terminal so maybe 
have 2 terminals open and logged in) 

- Be sure to run this command in your name directory 
>>ledgerman -s 
/home/spt/code/hardware_maps/iceboard_readout/20170807_blackcat_hwm/hwm.yaml 
/home/kicp_cmbschool/USER_FOLDER/data/FILE_SAVE_NAME.nc  

- Watch the bolometer timestreams on kst: 
- Open kst by typing ‘kst2 &’ into a terminal 
- Click on the magic wand and select the FILE_SAVE_NAME.nc you just created 

and click next 
- Select about 30 total bolos that end in _I (click the right arrow after selecting each 

bolo) then click next 
- For ‘Data Range’ select ‘Count from end’ and set the Range to 20000 (this can 

be adjusted later with the tool to the right of the magic wand) 
- Click the “Read 1 sample per:” box and enter “304 frames”, this will only display 1 

sample every 2 seconds instead of 152/sec (the native sample rate of the 
readout) 

- Click next  
 
Have the lab instructors raise the stage temperature to above the bolometer transition 
temperature (this may have to be coordinated with the other lab group if using the same 
cryostat).  
 



Once the stage is warm, apply bias to bolometers on 1 modules with 
run_overbias_bolos_normal(). This should setup a bias on the bolos on the selected modules 
that is quite large.  

- Be sure to change the module selection at the top of the script to only select 1 modules.  
 
Overbias_and_null bolometers on 1 modules with run_overbias_bolos_RofT(). This should 
apply a very small bias to the selected modules.  

- Again, be sure to change the module selection at the top of the script to only select 1 
modules.  

 
Have the lab instructors lower the stage temperature to base temperature (this may again have 
to be coordinated between groups) 

- Be sure to watch the bolometers on kst while the stage temp is lowered.  
- Did all chans change values? Only some? Why? 

 
*The remaining steps are only to be done on the modules that were overbias with 
run_overbias_bolos_normal(). * 
 
Once the stage is at base temperature, call run_drop_bolos() to ‘tune’ the bolometers, this 
should drop the bolos into the transition and is often called taking an ‘IV curve’ with the 
bolometers.  
 
When run_drop_bolos() finishes, start an ipython session and load in the data 
TOTAL_DATA.pkl file from the run_drop_bolos call. Create a plot of the current vs voltage on 
the bolometers (an ‘IV’ curve) and create a plot of resistance vs power on the bolometers.  
 
# example of how to load up the data from the drop bolos 
import cPickle as pkl 
data = pkl.load(open(‘Path_to_total_pkl/TOTAL_DATA.pkl’)) 
data.keys() # this shows the contents of the data dictionary 
 
The data you want to plot is in the data[‘0028/1/3’][‘RIV_log’][_bo] field, where the ‘0028/1/3’ will 
be the module you dropped into the transition, and _bo will be all of the bolometers. There will 
be a bunch of things in this field like, R (resistance), P (power), I (current), etc. Try just plotting 1 
bolometer to start with, then see if you can loop over plotting all of them.  
 
-- What are the rough Psats of each detector (just read off of your plot)? Are they all the same? 
What could be responsible for any differences? 
 
 


